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Setting the scene

Nord Stream 1 yearly maintenance: what’s ahead?

We as RWETS put together 4 potential scenarios EU might soon have to face
Russia to Germany gas flows through the Nord
Stream 1 pipeline: daily figures in mcm/day

Last update: 07.07.2022
Source: OPAL, NEL Gastransport

Setting the scene
•

As planned and communicated since months, maintenance works
will be carried out on the Russian Nord Stream 1 pipeline between 11
and 21 July. During such period, no gas will be delivered, as always
the case at this point of the year since 2014.

•

Molecules currently shipped through the route account for around
60% of total Russian exports to EU, now at around 100 mcm/d after
Gazprom called “force majeure” on the pipe at the middle of June
2022. Should NS1 fail to come online on time or remain fully
unavailable through the rest of current year, at stake for our hubs are
some 10 bcm of supply over the next 5 months.

•

We as RWETS developed four potential streamlined scenarios which
try to anticipate impacts on EU gas markets and their price reaction.
How traders would behave during the maintenance window remains
of course a function of very near-term developments (weather and
LNG imports above all) and of the news flow, yet reasons to turn
dramatically bearish might not be there yet according to us.

•

To set briefly the stage without boring you with too many figures and
data, one of the most relevant assumptions we made is that gas flows
through Ukraine stay unchanged at 35-40 mcm/d, a sort of ace up
Putin’s sleeve to be used later on in winter when it could hurt the most.

•

Enjoy reading and let us have your valuable feedback!
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Scenario 1: De-escalation

Scenario 1: De-escalation – NS1 is back online on time and at full capacity
Clearly the most bearish near-term price development for EU gas

Main points of the scenario

Our storyline in few bullet points

•

Likelihood: 15%

•

•

NS1 capacity: back to 155-165 mcm/day from 21.07 (06:00 CET)

•

Warning level in the German gas market: 2 → 1

•

EU storage level @ 01.11.2022: 90-95%

•

EU storage level @ 01.04.2023: 30-35%

That’s by far the scenario with the largest bearish price impact yet
with the lowest chance of materializing. This development implies
indeed that "technical" problems curbing NS1 capacity would be
solved very quickly (in the next 2 weeks!), still a diplomatic and
geopolitical challenge at this stage. If we focus on the next months,
chances could of course improve significantly, yet for the time being
such a twist remains a very aggressive speculative bet to us.

•

EEX spot gas market: ON

•

•

EEX fwd gas market: ON

•

Impact on EU gas prices: extremely bearish from current levels

•

Expected range for TTF Day Ahead: back to 65-90 €/MWh*

Price target for the TTF Cal Ahead product could anyway be the
Ichimoku cloud at 75-85 €/MWh: both a level the market was
comfortable at before Gazprom’s “force majeure” announcement and
an environment which would not completely lower traders’ guard.
Same logic applies to the TTF spot contract which would struggle to
keep trading well above the 90 €/MWh mark.

Expected range for TTF Cal Ahead: back to 75-85 €/MWh**

•

•
•

Outlook for Win21/22: a weather play for the very most

It is reasonable to assume that the “new but old” price environment
should be targeted pretty swiftly by the market as soon as
rumors/leaks hit the headlines.

•

Outlook for Summer 23: price normalization could gradually restart

•

This fundamental twist would, of course, significantly improve gas
market’s fundamental situation in the EU, trigger a sharp reduction in
the risk premium along the entire forward curve but even mean a
remarkable weakening in Putin's short-term "bargaining power".

* 2022: Jan-Feb + May-Jun comfort zones
** Q2-22 comfort zone
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Scenario 2: Status Quo

Scenario 2: Status Quo – NS1 keeps running at current reduced capacity
No big twist in the plot and no reason for traders to turn much less conservative

Main points of the scenario

Our storyline in few bullet points

•

Likelihood: 40%

•

•

NS1 capacity: back to 65-67 mcm/day from 21.07 (06:00 CET)

This is our base scenario, with Moscow not delivering the deathblow to
the EU yet, NS1 capacity still cut by 60% through the second half of
current year and market nervousness staying very high.

•

Warning level in the German gas market: 2

•

•

EU storage level @ 01.11.2022: ~ 85%

•

EU storage level @ 01.04.2023: 20-25%

While Germany might try to negotiate with Canada in order to “free”
the NS1 turbine stuck on the other side of the Atlantic ocean, EU gas
market can’t of course fully release the brakes yet, no matter if in the
end picture didn’t worsen any further.

•

EEX spot gas market: ON

•

•

EEX fwd gas market: ON

•

Impact on EU gas prices: very bearish from current levels

After NS1 maintenance works, gas storages resume being filled at full
speed: reaching the target of 80% in the EU (90% in Germany) remains
challenging but feasible, only thanks to the strong financial support
from the governments. Provided nothing else goes wrong of course.

•

Expected range for TTF Day Ahead: 123-164 €/MWh*

•

•

Expected range for TTF Cal Ahead: 100-121 €/MWh**

•

Outlook for Win21/22: potentially tight, skewed to the upside, spiky

This offers a lot of resilience and elasticity to the entire gas forward
curve, especially to the central months of the year. TTF Spot would
keep swinging in the 123-164 €/MWh wide range, TTF Cal Ahead
should still prove comfortable in 100-121 €/MWh price corridor. The
second alert level is very likely to remain in place in Germany.

•

Outlook for Summer 23: a repetition of the scenario from Summer
2022 shouldn't be ruled out at all

•

Nevertheless, chance of spiky price episodes during next winter would
remain very high with none of the main bullish risks (greater
dependence on the global LNG market and threat of gas stop
performed by Russia) being off the table.
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* Year-to-Date 23.6% and 38.2% Fibonacci retracement lines respectively
** Technical support level and 76,4% Fibonacci retracement line respectively

Scenario 3: Escalation

Scenario 3: Escalation– NS1 doesn’t come back online at all

A new politically-motivated move by Moscow triggers a price Armageddon

Main points of the scenario

Our storyline in few bullet points

•

Likelihood: 20%

•

•

NS1 capacity: down to 0 from 11.07 (06:00 CET)

•

Warning level in the German gas market: 2 → 3

•

EU storage level @ 01.11.2022: ~75% (below 5-yr AVG of 89%)

The most bullish of the four scenarios as chance to see NS1 online
again anytime soon would be assessed as negligible by the market. By
that point it would be crystal clear that Moscow aims at blackmailing
the EU before winter, - why not - in order to negotiate the lifting or
easing of West sanctions.

•

•

EU storage level @ 01.04.2023: 0-5%

•

EEX spot gas market: ON (according to the Exchange)

•

EEX fwd gas market: ON, but who would offer at this stage?

As our hubs would have to do without Russian molecules, gas prices
skyrocket to give the global LNG market the right incentive to release
any potential LNG molecules. Not just any spot volumes left but, if
feasible, even those bounded to Asian long-term contracts. Bullish
effects on global coal prices would have to be expected too, which of
course would not reduce the pressure on EU power at all.

•

Impact on EU gas prices: extremely bullish from current levels

•

•

Expected range for TTF Day Ahead: → 339 €/MWh (all-time high)

•

Expected range for TTF Cal Ahead: → 199 €/MWh*

•

Outlook for Win21/22: very dangerous uncharted territory

•

Outlook for Summer 23: way above Summer 2022 unless recession
kicks in and EU economy swiftly collapses
•

Shortly after the announcement, there is nothing wrong in assuming
new all-time highs for both TTF Spot and Cal Ahead contracts: with
few words, no more room for rationality. Intraday volatility would
increase dramatically, risk of a looming recession would add an
additional layer of uncertainty. To make it through the winter without
Russian molecules, according to the IEA 30% of the total gas demand
in the EU would have to be cut.

* Year-to-Date 150% Fibonacci projection

The third alert level in the German gas market should also be declared
very quickly, gas rationing start and the already rather poor market
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liquidity dramatically drop.

Scenario 4: Delayed restart

Scenario 4: Delayed restart – Maintenance lasts more than expected
Pipeline not back online on time: Moscow to blame West sanctions again?

Main points of the scenario

Our storyline in few bullet points

•

Likelihood: 25%

•

•

NS1 capacity: back to 65-67 mcm/d, yet 2-3 weeks later than planned?

•

Warning level in the German gas market: 2

•

EU storage level @ 01.11.2022: 80-85%

•

EU storage level @ 01.04.2023: 15-20%

As plausible scenario, maintenance works would continue for 2-3
more weeks, afterwards the capacity of the pipeline would remain cut
by 60% as right now. Reason behind this delayed restart could be
alleged difficulties/constraints in getting the required components on
time or the need for unexpected fixing emerging from the inspection
process. German government might not necessarily take any
additional steps and could simply monitor the situation for a while.

•

EEX spot gas market: ON (liquidity likely to drop further)

•

•

EEX fwd gas market: ON (liquidity likely to drop further)

•

Impact on EU gas prices: very bullish from current levels

On the one hand, the market would immediately have to price in the
probability of lower gas storage levels at the start of November 2022:
bullish, no doubts about it, although the sky would not be the limit, just
like in Scenario 3.

•

•

Expected range for TTF Day Ahead: 231-272 €/MWh*

•

Expected range for TTF Cal Ahead: 146-171 €/MWh**

•

Outlook for Win21/22: very tight and spiky environment

On the other hand, market participants would continue to ask
themselves the same question which currently finds no firm answer:
will Russia really stick to any new potential restart plan? All in all,
room for great uncertainty and potential for both further escalation
and swift - although not brutal - correction to the downside.

•

Outlook for Summer 23: filling up EU storages would be a big
challenge amid huge demand and still uncertain supply

•

During this phase, strong is the risk for liquidity along the forward gas
curves to worsen further, an event which would bring additional
volatility with it, just like most recent developments confirmed.

* Year-to-Date 61.8% and 76.4% Fibonacci retracement lines respectively
** All-time high for the product and Year-to-Date 123.6% Fibonacci retracement line respectively
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TTF Day Ahead: expected price targets

Let’s bring everything together: RWETS different price targets at a glance (1/2)
TTF Day Ahead gas contract: daily prices in €/MWh

Last update: 08.07.2022
Source: RWETS
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TTF Cal Ahead: expected price targets

Let’s bring everything together: RWETS different price targets at a glance (2/2)
TTF Cal Ahead gas contract: daily prices in €/MWh

Last update: 08.07.2022
Source: RWETS
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Recap of the scenarios

Let’s bring everything together: RWETS different scenarios at a glance
Caution ahead! Fuller EU storages YoY may not keep price spikes at bay
RWETS Scenarios

#

Name

Short description

1

De-escalation

NS1 back online
on time and at
full capacity

Status Quo

One Siemens
turbine remains
stuck in Canada,
another one
offline in Russia

3

Escalation

Flows through
NS1 are
completely
stopped

4

Delayed
restart

Maintenance
works are
prolonged

2

Price targets
(€/MWh)

Fundamental impact

Fullness of
Nord
EU gas
Fullness of EU Alarm level
Stream 1 storages by gas storages
in the
Likelihood
TTF Spot
capacity
end of
by start of
German
from 21 July October
April 2023 gas market
2022
15%

~155-165
mcm/day

40%

65-67
mcm/day

90-95%

~85%

30-35%

20-25%

2 --> 1

2

65-90

123-164

Will there still be
a gas market?

TTF Cal+1 EEX Spot EEX FWD

75-85

100-121

20%

0 mcm/day

~75%

0-5%

2 --> 3

--> 339

--> 199

25%

65-67
mcm/day
from the
middle of
August

80-85%

15-20%

2

231-272

146-171

Yes

Yes

Yes

RWETS expectations

Winter 2022/23

Summer 2023

Yes

Weather play for the Price normalization could
very most
gradually restart

Yes

Potential for episodes
Repetition of the
of tightness as well as scenario from Summer
for price spikes would 2022 shouldn't be ruled
still be there
out at all

Summer 2023 way above
Who
Summer 2022 unless
Hazardous uncharted
would
recession kicks in and EU
territory
offer…?!?
economy swiftly
collapses

Yes, but with
increasingly falling
liquidity

Very bullish and
exposed to jitters

Filling up EU storage
would be a big challenge:
huge demand, still
uncertain supply
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Legal Mandatory Information: please note!
There is a possibility that conflicts of interests arise for RWETS when producing market information. Parts of the
RWE Group are trading with the investments considered. However, the division of RWETS responsible for the
analysis falls under a separate organisational structure within the RWE Group and produces its analyses
independently. Despite these measures, conflicts of interest cannot be entirely excluded.

The analysis division of RWETS obtains data from:
a)
publicly accessible sources
b)
the service provider MarketView
c)
RWE Supply & Trading GmbH
All of these sources have been reliable in the past, but no guarantee for the accuracy and completeness of the data
sources and provided data can be given. Data is evaluated by means of fundamental data analysis and chart
analysis. Estimates and valuations reflect the opinion of the analyst at the time the market information was
prepared.

The meaning of the terms used for recommendation is as follows:
Bullish means that it is assumed that the prices of the instrument will increase;
Bearish means that it is assumed that the prices of the instrument will fall;
Neutral means that it is assumed that the prices of the instrument will not significantly change.
This market information shall be updated at irregular intervals depending on market developments, although the
date of such an update has not been scheduled in advance.
We will be happy to send you all previous market information from the last 12 months free of charge on request
to commodityflowdesk@rwe.com.
This market information is disseminated by RWE Supply & Trading GmbH. RWE Supply & Trading GmbH is part of
the RWE Group.

Legal Disclaimer: please note!
This document contains forward-looking statements. These statements reflect the current opinions,
expectations and assumptions of RWE Trading Services GmbH and are based on information currently available
to RWE Trading Services GmbH. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future results and
developments and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Due to various factors, actual future
results and developments may therefore deviate fundamentally from the expectations and assumptions
expressed herein. These factors in particular include changes in the general economic situation and the
competitive situation. In addition, developments in the financial markets, exchange rate fluctuations, changes is
national and international legislation, in particular with regard to tax regulations, and other factors may have an
influence on future results and developments. Neither RWE Trading Services GmbH nor RWE Supply & Trading
GmbH assume any obligation to update the statements contained in this publication.
Further, RWE Trading Services GmbH and RWE Supply & Trading GmbH do not assume any liability for
correctness, errors, inaccuracies, timeliness, delays, omissions, suitability for a particular purpose, freedom from
viruses etc., or for error-free transmission with regard to the information and market data provided. Therefore,
the recipient cannot derive any claims against RWE Trading Services GmbH or RWE Supply & Trading GmbH
from this information and market data. The recipient does not acquire any rights or licenses to the content. It is
made available to the recipient exclusively for its own use. Any use beyond this, in particular any commercial
distribution of the content, is only permitted with the prior written consent of RWE Supply & Trading GmbH. This
paragraph shall not apply to the extent that it contradicts any prior written individual agreement between the
recipient and RWE Supply & Trading GmbH or RWE Trading Services GmbH.
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